Idaho PTA Outstanding Educator Award Nomination

GOAL OF AWARD: To recognize an outstanding Idaho educator who demonstrates professional excellence and represents the values of the PTA.

WHO SHOULD YOU NOMINATE: A local unit may recognize a local educator with a nomination for this award. Team teachers may not be jointly nominated. Nominees must be currently employed in a PTA school or be an Idaho PTA member. Nominees may be educators for any grade, preschool through 12th grade.

THE AWARD: From the nominations received by the Idaho PTA state office by the deadline, one individual will be selected to be recognized as the state recipient of the award. The winner of the award will be honored at the Idaho PTA annual convention.

HOW TO COMPLETE THE NOMINATION APPLICATION:

- Complete the nomination cover sheet (below.)
- Please attach a written explanation of why you feel this educator is outstanding and what activities, qualities or reasons make him/her so outstanding.
- Please submit to Idaho PTA by email idahoptaboard@gmail.com or by mail to Idaho PTA PO Box 50009 Boise, ID 83705

Local Unit ID Number (LUR#) _______ Idaho PTA Region (1-9) _______

Name of Local Unit _____________________________________________________________

PTA Contact Information (Name/PTA Role) __________________________________________

Phone ____________________________ Email ________________________________

Postal Address Name of Nominee's School __________________________________________

School Phone ________________________________________________________________

Principal’s Name ________________________________

Name of Person making Nomination ____________________________________________

Email ____________________________ Phone ________________________________

Nominee’s Name _____________________________________________________________

Grade/Subject Taught __________________________________________________________

Nominee’s Contact Information ________________________________________________